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WELCOME
BY AIR, BY LAND AND BY SEA.

LA DOLCE VITA FOR HELICOPTERS, CARS AND SUPERYACHTS
In a setting surrounded by art, history and tradition, the marina in Porto Lotti offers all the magic of “la
dolce vita”. SF Marina has delivered a pontoon that welcomes you no matter how you arrive, the 13 meter
wide pontoon includes a helicopter landing pad, two lanes and parking for cars and superyacht facilities that
welcomes yachts of all sizes.
SF Marina has since 1918 been in the forefront in the field of floating breakwaters and concrete pontoons. Our worldwide installations and a century of experience
and knowledge is your guarantee for a marina with the longest possible lifetime and minimum maintenance cost. Living up to our promise - still there after the storm.
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Health
check
The 2017 Club Marine Health of the Australian Marina Industry Survey report
has been released – with a twist. The survey, first conducted in 2013, now
provides extensive trend data over a six year period. This is an incredibly
valuable resource. It doesn’t just tell Australian marina professionals where
the industry is now, but enables them to look back at where they started and
assess the journey.
Author, Dr Ed Mahoney of the Recreation Marine Research Centre at Michigan
State University, commented: “The 120 page report is one of the most, if not the
most, scientific and practically relevant marina surveys conducted anywhere in the
world. 25% of the known Australian marinas completed all three surveys over a six
year period and this provides the rare capacity to compare various performance
measures over time.” An exceptionally high 44% of Australia’s 320 marinas
participated in the latest survey, which was undertaken for the Sydney-based Marina
Industries Association (MIA).
What did they learn?
Key findings reveal:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Steady demand for marina boat storage, with national storage occupancy at 85%.
38% of marinas have summer waiting lists for berth spaces.
3% increase in supply to approximately 70,000 spaces.
Supply of 24m (77ft) plus berths grew 17% over this period.
Marina gross revenues were up significantly, increasing by 32% to AU$3.2 million.
For the 2016/17 period capital expenditure was on average AU$850,000 per
marina.
• The average marina payroll has increased by 33% over the six year period.
• Exceptional growth of 96% over six years in the number of contractors employed
at marinas.
According to MIA executive officer, Colin Bransgrove, this highlights the
importance of marinas as valuable employment hubs within local communities.
Over the six year period there has been a 30% increase in the number of marinas
providing social or recreational programmes or activities for the general public,
and investment in environmental protection has more than doubled. Bransgrove
said “these trends reflect the industry’s growing role as a provider of community
recreational, social and environmental services and leadership.”
As employers of permanent, seasonal and occasional staff and contractors,
protectors of the environment, and providers and organisers of leisure activities
for the general public, marinas are valuable and integral to local communities. In
Australia, marina operators now have some crucial survey evidence to prove to local
people, local government and urban planners that they do far more than just ‘park
boats’.
Let’s hope that other national marina associations go the data-gathering route.

Printed in the UK by Stephens & George

© 2018 Loud & Clear Publishing Ltd
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Carol Fulford
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The Club Marine Health of the Australian
Marina Industry Survey is available for
purchase from the MIA – www.marinas.net.au
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NEW from
Marina World:
If you are looking to buy or sell
a marina property – see p.60
If you are seeking professional
marina staff – see p.54
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Floating pontoons
Aluminium on concrete: luxury on steady basis
Made in Italy
Pontoons, breakwaters, piers for super
yachts, ﬂoating bridges and constructions:
the best solutions for connecting sea and
land by means of strong and reliable
structures, in aluminium, concrete or steel,
standard or tailor made.

Aqaba - Jordan: 7,000 sqm of pontoons and ﬁngers for Ayla Marina on the Red Sea

Let’s shape together
your new marina

Tel. +39 0422 702412
info@ingemar.it
www.ingemar.it

Pontoons and constructions over the water

WORLD NEWS
Robin Walters
As Marina World closes for press,
it is with great sadness that
we learn of the passing of our
industry friend and colleague,
Robin Walters, founder of Walcon
Marine and a father figure to the
marina industry. Our sincere
sympathy goes out to his family
at this time. A full tribute to Robin
will be published in the November/
December issue.

SUTL secures Nirrup
Island contract
INDONESIA: SUTL Enterprise, consultancy services provider and owner of the
One°15 brand, has secured its second management contract in Indonesia for
an upcoming integrated marina at Nirup Island. This will be the closest resort
island from Singapore and will offer clear waters and a full suite of recreational
amenities catering to visitors from Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and beyond.
The ten-year contract was awarded
by PT Tritunas Sinar Benua, an
Indonesian company based in Batam.
SUTL Enterprise will be consulting
on the project, which is expected to
commence construction this year and
complete in 12 to 18 months. SUTL will
then manage the marina and its club

house under the name One°15 Marina
Nirup Island. The SUTL Group has
also secured the first rights of refusal
for the purchase of the assets should
the property ever be up for sale in the
future.
The new marina will be constructed
to the highest international standards

Development opportunity
at Cabrillo Way

USA: The Port of Los Angeles Waterfront Commercial Development Group has
released a prospectus on a commercial development and marina acquisition
opportunity at Cabrillo Way Marina on the LA Waterfront in San Pedro.
Later this year, the Port will release a formal Request for Qualifications and
subsequent Request for Proposals.
Cabrillo Way Marina consists of
400 acres (162ha) of land and 8mi
(13km) of prime waterfront property.
The current development opportunity
covers 87 acres (35ha) of land and
water, and is located at the southwest
corner of Miner Street and 22nd Street
in San Pedro. The site includes a 12
acre (4.8ha) commercial development
area that includes 9.2 acres (3.7ha) of
landscaped parking and is entitled and

ready for immediate development.
The marina has 700 slips and a
325-boat drystack. In 2011, the Port
completed a US$125 million upgrade
and expansion and added nearly a
mile of public waterfront promenade.
Over the past 15 years, it has invested
over US$600 million in public access
infrastructure on the LA Waterfront,
which attracts more than two million
visitors every year.
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and will occupy a total area of 4.7ha
(2 acres), offer 112 berths (including
superyacht berthing and facilities), an
integrated club house, hospitality and
leisure amenities, a sea sports centre,
customs clearance and fuelling and
bunkering services. Visitors will also be
able to charter luxury yachts for island
hopping.
SUTL Enterprise executive director
and CEO, Arthur Tay, said: “We are very
excited about the latest addition to our
network of marinas, which will enable
us to offer our Global [Membership
Scheme] members yet another
destination to consider for their next
getaway.”
One°Marina Nirup Island is the eighth
marina for SUTL Enterprise and its
second marina management contract in
Indonesia.

Dogus and
EBRD discuss
investment plans
MEDITERRANEAN: Representatives
of the Turkish Dogus Group and the
European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EMRD) met with
Croatian Prime Minister Andrej
Plenkovic at the end of May to
discuss a marina investment plan.
EBRD, which has invested €70 million
in purchasing a 25% stake in Dogus
group company D-Marin, is now jointly
supporting the development of marinas
in Croatia, Turkey and Greece. The
investment discussed at the meeting
aims to support further development of
nautical tourism through the opening
of new marinas and by increasing the
efficiency of existing facilities.
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The world leader
in mooring systems
The marinas of the future ask for
versatile systems that stand the test
of time; products that can adapt to
the developing demands and protect
WKHPDLQLQYHVWPHQW
SEAFLEX® is an elastic mooring solution that
expands and retracts with each tide and
wave, taking on and dampening the forces
\HDUDIWHU\HDUΖWGRHVWKLVZKLOHEHLQJ
LQYLVLEOHIURPWKHVXUIDFHFUHDWLQJVRPHRI
the most modern, sleek, state of the art
PDULQDVLQWKHZRUOG
With 45 years of research and development,
SEAFLEX® is the most technologically
advanced mooring option in the world,
anchoring thousands of marinas, wave
DWWHQXDWRUVDQGEXR\VZRUOGZLGH

How does it work?
3RQWRRQGRFN

SEAFLEX®

Rope

SEAFLEX® is custom made to handle the
VLWHVSHFLȴFFRQGLWLRQVDWHDFKORFDWLRQ
With the system in place, the moored
application is secured in all directions,
throughout wind, waves and
ZDWHUȵXFWXDWLRQ

Research your options, give your marina the
mooring solution it deserves!
9LVLWXVDWZZZVHDȵH[QHW for
PRUHLQIRUPDWLRQ

Contact us
INTERNATIONAL
P +46 90 160650
LQIR#VHDȵH[QHW

US & CANADA
P +1 (310) 548 9100
VHDȵH[LQF#VHDȵH[QHW

WORLD NEWS

Contractor appointed for DWDR marina
UK: The Port of Dover has awarded a major £2.7 million contract to Solent Marine to design and fit out a new 250-berth
marina that forms part of its flagship Dover Western Docks Revival (DWDR) development. DWDR is the single biggest
investment ever undertaken by the Port.
The contract
includes the design
and construction of the
pontoons, access bridge,
fuel dock tanks and
pumps, and pontoons
and access bridge for a
new boatyard. According
to DWDR programme
director, Dave Herrod, the
marina, which will cater
for boats up to 18m (59ft)
in length, is likely to be
opened in late 2019.
“The DWDR contract is
a very prestigious project
and turns full circle as my
father Victor Simmonds
installed pontoons at Dover dating
back to the ‘80s,” said Solent Marine
managing director Marc Simmonds.

“This was a project I wanted to win and we
look forward to this being built in our new
manufacturing facility on Hayling Island.”

Two more for
The Palm – and
six for Deira
UAE: Master developer Nakheel is
investing AED15 million to increase boat
mooring capacity on Palm Jumeirah, with
two new marinas that will bring the total
berths on the island to 600.
The marinas will be built at the Azure
Residences waterfront apartment and
restaurant complex on the island’s eastern
trunk and at The Pointe, Nakheel Malls’
upcoming seafront dining and shopping
destination.
Nakheel has appointed Majestic Marine
Engineering to build the marinas and Applied
Technology & Management has been
appointed as consultant.
Due for completion this year, the marinas
will berth a total of 44 boats up to 30m (98ft)
in length and complement the two existing
marinas.
The company is also building six marinas,
at a cost of AED165 million, at its new
waterfront master development Deira Islands.
Between them, they will accommodate 614
vessels up to 60m (197ft).

The existing 160
berth Wellington Dock
will now become a 24hour facility.
“The design of
the new marina will
be compliant with
The Yacht Harbour
Association (TYHA)
design standards; set
within the harbour
and bordered by a
new 550m [1,804ft]
long Marina Pier; and
adjacent to the new
750m [2,461ft] Marina
Curve development
area designed to
host a waterfront retail and leisure
experience,” confirmed Port of Dover
marina manager, Chris Windsor.

City dock opens with
new-look infrastructure
USA: Naples City Dock, Naples, Florida opened in early summer after
a radical new facelift. Bellingham Marine worked with Kelly Brothers
Marine Construction and Turrell Hall and Associates on the popular
local landmark.
Reconstruction was finished in
March. “Hurricane Irma caused a
delay on the delivery of the docks,”
shared Todd Turrell, principal at
Turrell Hall and Associates. “It
turned out to be a blessing in
disguise for the project because the
docks were spared any possible
damage, unlike many other
structures in Naples.”
The marina, now whole
again, boasts a brightly painted
dockmaster’s office, restroom/
laundry facility and large gazebo,
each sitting on a match-cast
floating platform (see p. 47). The
structures were built to withstand
170mph winds.
“A new high-speed fuelling
system, together with many other
improvements, such as FRP thrurods, has made the new facility one
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of the finest municipal marinas in
southwest Florida,” remarked Steve
Ryder, Bellingham Marine manager
of product development. “The FRP
rods are the new standard in the
Unifloat docks. They are corrosion
resistant and require almost zero
maintenance, which our clients
appreciate.”
The marina has the same number
of slips that it had in its previous
life although they are larger to
meet local demand. Each has
upgraded electricity with ground
fault monitoring, potable water and
advanced fire protection systems.
Slips range from 30-60ft (9-18m)
with an additional 430ft (131m) of
side-tie space providing mooring for
boats up to 120ft (36.5m) long.
There is a two-year waiting list for
slips.
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Marina Solutions

• SERVICE PEDESTALS
• SANITATION PUMP-OUTS
• EMERGENCY SERVICES
• ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING
• LIGHTING

by

• PRE-PAYMENT SYSTEMS
• SMART METERING
• ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
• ACCESSORIES
• INSTALLATION

THE WORLD’S LEADING SPECIALIST

• TESTING & INSPECTION

Serving the Marina Industry since 1990

S

Over 25 Years’
Experience

Manufactured
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Integration

LED Amenity
Lighting

Internal Electric &
Water Segregation

Bespoke
Manufacturing

CE
Certified

@RolecMarina

www.rolecserv.com

WORLD NEWS

Charleston company becomes Port 32
USA: Atlantic Marina Holdings of Charleston, South Carolina, has rebranded to become Port 32. The company owns four
high-profile Florida marinas – PGA Marina in Palm Beach Gardens, Ft Lauderdale Boatyard & Marina on the New River
in Ft Lauderdale, Tierra Verde Marina Resort just south of St Petersburg and the recently acquired Tampa Harbour Yacht
Club in Tampa.
headquarters is
PGA and Ft Lauderdale are under
located. Throughout
redevelopment and will be all-new
all aspects of our
facilities when complete in 2019. Tierra
business, we are
Verde was completed in 2015 and
committed to the
Tampa Harbour in 2008.
Port 32 brand,
“After completion of our
which signifies the
redevelopments in Palm Beach
highest quality in
Gardens and Fort Lauderdale, we will
all marina-related
be among the largest slip owners in the
capabilities,
state of Florida at approximately 2,600
facilities and
slips,” says Port 32 managing principal
customer service.
Joe Miller. “We believe it is time to link
We further intend
our portfolio together in a way that
to continue to
creates benefits and efficiencies for our
focus on quality
company and our customers.”
of location and
“While we are Florida-focused, as
The company continues to operate
market, rather than quantity,” he adds.
we believe the state is the true centre
three other marina properties in
All four existing Florida marinas are
of boating in the US, we chose ‘32’
Charleston: Ripley Light Drystack,
renamed as part of the rebranding
because it means something to us. It
Shem Creek Marina and the Harborage
with the prefix of Port 32, and each is
is the latitude for Charleston, where
at Ashley Marina.
overseen by Port 32 Management.
our company originated and our

Providing Solutions
for Marinas Worldwide
Introducing the
Tornado Boat Lift
First free-standing, removable
hydraulic boat lift designed for
harsh environments.

Lifts Up To 120 Tons
High Speed, High Torque
Sea Drive Gearboxes
Q 6061 T6 Aluminum Welded
Construction & Stainless Hardware
Q
Q

WWW.GOLDENBOATLIFTS.COM + 239 337 4141
www.marinaworld.com - September/October 2018

sales@goldenboatlifts.com
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WORLD NEWS

Fore Points boost
to IGY network
USA: Island Global Yachting (IGY
Marinas) has added Fore Points Marina
in Portland, Maine to its portfolio. Upon
completion in 2019, the facility will be
branded and managed by IGY and will
accommodate over 140 vessels and up to
ten megayachts.
Portland Foreside Development Company,
the owner and developer of the marina, has
partnered with IGY’s coastal and marine
engineering affiliate Applied Technology
& Management (ATM) to oversee design
concepts and permitting. SF Marina Systems
USA delivered a type 600 breakwater and
megayacht fingers for the project in July.
The marina is expected to start taking
reservations in early 2019 and will offer
wide-ranging amenities, including high-speed
fuelling, waste management, yacht services,
provisioning, and captain and crew lounge.
With the addition of this new marina, the
IGY network now stretches along the entire
eastern coastline of the United States.

Suntex buys Oak Bottom
USA: Suntex Marina Investors has added Oak Bottom Marina, another
California property, to its growing portfolio. Located on Whiskeytown
Lake in the Northern California mountains, the marina offers visitors
opportunities for outdoor adventures including boating, fishing, water
skiing, camping, hiking, mountain biking and horseback riding.
“Whiskeytown National
Recreation Area is an unspoiled
paradise with incredible natural
views and offering unlimited
potential for Oak Bottom Marina,”
said Ron TenEyck, senior vice
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president of operations, Suntex Marinas.
“We are very excited to add this pristine
property to our growing family of
marinas and look forward to investing
in the facilities and adding to the overall
enjoyment of our future guests.”
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WORLD NEWS

Operator appointed for
Culture Village Marina
UAE: Dubai Properties has appointed ART Marine to operate its 60-berth marina at Culture Village. The marina, located
between Garhoud Bridge and Business Bay Bridge in Dubai, can accommodate vessels up to 50m (164ft) long and
includes larger berths for charter yachts.
The agreement mandates ART
Marine, Dubai Properties’ maritime
partner, to manage the entire premises,
including water and onshore areas as
well as complementary marina facilities
and services, such as private parking,
club car transfer for members and full
staff assistance.
Speaking to mark the agreement,
Marwan Al Kindi, executive director of
sales and sales operations at Dubai
Properties, said: “We aim to strengthen
Dubai’s reputation as a city of the future
and help drive its transformation into a
major maritime tourism hub. In line with
this priority, we are proud to expand
our maritime portfolio as we officially
launch operations at the Culture Village

Marina which, in
addition to Marasi
Marina, is the first
fully operational jetty
on the Dubai Water
Canal.”
Bruno Meier, chief
operating officer
at ART Marine,
commented: “We are
proud to partner with
Dubai Properties to
manage the Culture
Village Marina. This
project will allow us
to leverage our strategic approach and
considerable experience in customer
service, cruise tourism and yachting as
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we continue to build one of the finest
collections of yachting destinations in
the region.”
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PLANNING & DESIGN

L to r: Shellharbour Mayor, Marianne
Saliba; Glenn Colquhoun, development
director Shell Cove – Frasers Property
Australia; and Ian McAndrew, Walcon
Marine senior group consultant.

Marina contract
awarded for Shell
Cove development
Shell Cove is buzzing with activity as work advances on its long awaited
Waterfront precinct. An AU$16.7 million marina contract has been awarded to
Walcon Marine, the town centre will soon open, and a new land release has
been unveiled that will position residents in the heart of the action.
A joint venture between Frasers
Property Australia (formerly Australand)
and Shellharbour City Council, Shell
Cove – located 20km (12.4mi) south of
Wollongong and a two-hour drive from
central Sydney – is the largest coastal
tourism/residential development ever
initiated by a local government authority
in Australia. And when the 270-berth
Shellharbour Marina is completed as
part of an AU$1.5 billion investment in
The Waterfront precinct, it will be one
of the biggest marinas in New South
Wales (NSW); positioned within a manmade inner basin about 30% larger
than Sydney’s Darling Harbour.

“The Waterfront, Shell Cove
will provide marina and boating
services, shops, accommodation,
cafés, restaurants and entertainment
options for locals and the broader
community,” explains Glenn Colquhoun,
development director Shell Cove for
Frasers Property Australia. “The tourism
and lifestyle destination we’re creating
will be truly unique to celebrate the
character of the natural surroundings.”

Shellharbour City Council mayor,
Marianne Saliba, said the boat harbour
was the most significant piece of
marine infrastructure under way in
NSW. “The Shell Cove development
has been a 30 year journey to create
an activated and vibrant regional
hub that will stimulate tourism and
boost the local economy, currently
worth AU$105.8 million,” she said.
“The marina will provide for regional
recreational boating facilities and be
a catalyst for coastal tourism south of
Sydney. It will assist in the creation of
jobs and will firmly put Shellharbour
and the South Coast on the map.”
The marina, with its two excavated
harbour basins, ocean breakwaters,
harbour revetments and boardwalks,
boat ramp, hard stand and piled floating
pontoons offering around 270 berths
for boats up to 30m (98ft) in length,
totals a considerable AU$150 million
investment.
The new 460m (1,509ft) long
breakwater and 280m (919ft) groyne
being built into the Pacific Ocean are

Work started on Shell Cove around
20 years ago and, over time, it
has become home to a substantial
residential community who have
easy access to schools and transport
networks while being surrounded by
beaches, parks and wetlands. The
additional facilities offered by its own
town centre will further reinforce its
reputation as a waterfront lifestyle and
social hub.
Artist’s impression of The Waterfront.
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PLANNING & DESIGN
Left: Outer breakwaters and
inner harbours for Shell
Cove Marina. Below: Artist’s
impression showing one of the
two marina basins.

role and we look forward to
working with Shellharbour
City Council, Frasers Property
and the other contractors and
professionals in bringing this
prestigious development into
what I know will be successful
operations in 2019.”

tremendous feats of engineering and
require some 400,000 tonnes of various
sized quarried rock. They will shelter
a channel into the new outer and
inner harbour basins which have been
excavated in readiness for flooding.
Taking advantage of the fairly
dry harbour, Walcon Marine has
now started to install the majority of
the marina piling so that work can
be completed within a controlled
environment. The construction crew
has to regularly pump out the storm
water run-off that will eventually fill the
harbour. Tubular steel piles with HDPE
sleeves are being embedded into rock
and fully protected from any possible
acid sulphate soil contamination.
Walcon’s System 2000 heavy-duty
floating pontoons incorporating precast concrete decking will be installed
in stages. The first 115 berths are
due to be operational by mid-2019.
All berths will have power and water
via Rolec Quantum service pedestals.
The marina will also offer a range of
support services including boat service
and maintenance facilities, drystack
storage, hardstand and a public boat
ramp with parking for cars and trailers.
Walcon is building the public boat ramp
pontoon, a commercial vessel pontoon
and a public jetty.

business, George Sofoulis, has
committed Walcon to providing a
showcase marina. “The 143-berth
marina Walcon Marine built for Frasers
Property at its Port Coogee estate
development in Western Australia
achieved everyone’s objectives for
a state-of-the-art marina facility and
we will ensure the same outcome for
Shellharbour Marina,” he said.
Ian McAndrew, Walcon Marine
senior group consultant, has had a
long involvement with Shell Cove.
In his previous role as a marina
consultant, he worked professionally
in preparing the demand study for
the project some 14 years ago and
with the project’s then engineering
consultants on marina design issues. “I
am really delighted after all these years
to see Shellharbour Marina come into
being,” he commented. “We are also
extremely proud that Walcon Marine
has been selected to play this major

While work on the marina
moves forward, Frasers
Property has been fielding
enquiries for a variety of
housing options at The
Waterfront. In August it
released 18 Shoal Release
land lots ranging in size from 345 to
721m² (3,713 to 7,761ft²) via an online
ballot. Prices range from AU$595,000
to AU$890,000.
Swift uptake is expected. “There
are limited opportunities for people to
create their perfect home by the water
and the Shoal Release offers them
a sea change less than 1km away
[0.6mi] from a brand new town centre,”
Colquhoun explained. “To date, each
new release at Shell Cove, be it land
or homes, has been met with intense
interest. Now that the community is
taking shape and people can envisage
what their life at Shell Cove could be,
this interest is only growing stronger.”
It is anticipated that around 3,000
prime residences will ultimately be
built in the new precinct as well as an
18-hole championship golf course,
community parks, playgrounds and
cycle-ways.

Other key components of the project,
such as excavation of the inner harbour,
formation of the edge treatments and
placement of pylons for the 800m
(2,625ft) boardwalk that will frame the
harbour are progressing well.
Walcon Australasian director –
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New-style ‘Barb’s’ at
Canadian marina
Customers seeking the “best fish and chips in town” at Barb’s Floating
Restaurant at Fisherman’s Wharf, Inner Harbour, Victoria are now enjoying
a more streamlined dining experience. Owner Ian Poyntz approached local
British Columbia company International Marine Floatation Systems (IMFS) to
devise a brand new building design that would double his capacity and speed
up the ordering process.
Poyntz spent two years planning
and designing a new restaurant
kitchen that would be more efficient
and eliminate congestion and queues
at the till, and then he set a seven
month completion timeline. The floating
building had to be up and running
by March 2018 so as to be ready
for a grand opening in April. This
included custom designed commercial
kitchen equipment, such as two
walk-in freezers, stainless steel walls,
partitions and counters. The owner,
together with Pinnacle Construction,
managed the construction of the
building and, as the concrete float
was being manufactured in the IMFS
yard in Delta, the all-steel building
was being fabricated in Quebec. Two
days after the float was cast, the
building was
being erected on
its 31ft (9.4m) x
41ft (12.5m) x
6ft,7in (2m) high
floating concrete
foundation.
The complete
project, including
building, weighs
183 tons. There
are four ballast
tanks, one in
each corner,
that enabled trim
to be regulated
when all the
equipment and
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supplies were installed. The twostorey building, supplied by Bone
Structure, was shipped from Quebec
and assembled at the IMFS yard. The
completed foundation and building were
side launched into the river ready to be
towed to Victoria, a 30 hour trip by tug.
Because the floating building site was
moored on the inside of the marina,
a portion of the main walkway dock
had to be disassembled and utilities
temporarily cut so that the old floating
restaurant could be removed and the
new one installed.
Barb’s Floating Restaurant opened
its doors back in 1984 for the first
time. On 5th April 2018 it welcomed
locals and tourists to enjoy the same
fresh seafood – in a brand new dining
environment.

IMANNA
certifies Ace
float drums
US company Den Hartog Industries
recently asked IMANNA Laboratory
to test its Ace Roto-Mold float
drums. IMANNA, established
in 1983, is a privately-owned,
independent testing facility that
provides certification testing for
marine products. It is recognised
as an approved laboratory for
testing to American Boat and
Yacht Council standards and as a
Standards Compliance Specialist by
the National Marine Manufacturers
Association (NMMA).
IMANNA tested and certified the
Ace drums to: ASTM D1998-06
Falling Dart Impact; 7-Day Hunt
Water Absorption; Encasement Wall
Thickness; and Calibrated Tank
Buoyancy.
Ace foam-filled drums offer durable
flotation for a variety of dock/pontoon
systems and are available in over
70 sizes. The plastic, one-piece
seamless exterior shell prevents
leakage and separation caused by
weak joints. The drum wall is made
of tough polyethylene with ultra violet
inhibitors to prevent damage from the
sun, debris, fuel, marine organisms,
salt and fresh water. A nominal wall
thickness of 0.150in (and a minimum
thickness of 0.125in) offers a stronger,
more durable float. The top of the
shell is flat with moulded-in mounting
slots for easy attachment to any dock
frame. The interior of the float drum
is filled with expanded polystyrene
foam. This is steam-pressured for a
tight fit to provide the highest reserve
buoyancy possible.
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FLOATING STRUCTURES & FLOAT TECHNOLOGY
The floating platform on New Holland
Island will be used year-round for a wide
range of events.
and moored by Seaflex to ensure
excellent stability during water level
fluctuations of up to 2.1m (6ft 9in).
The platform is accessed by generous
walkways which, in turn, are connected
to the land by steel access bridges with
steps designed to stay perfectly parallel
to the horizon irrespective of water
levels. The bridges are fixed using
screw piles.

Events pontoon takes
centre stage at
New Holland Island
New Holland Island, a 2.2ha (5.4 acre) triangular man-made island wedged
between the Moyka River and Admiralteysky Canal in St Petersburg, Russia,
has a rich maritime history. Today, its renowned buildings and plentiful green
spaces are being developed into a cultural and social attraction for locals and
visitors. A 620m² (6,674ft²) events pontoon, built by Marinetek SPB to float on
an original ornamental pond, enjoys a prime position.
After years of disuse and the ravages
of a huge fire in the first years of the
twentieth century, New Holland Island,
named for its Dutch style barracks or
possibly the Dutch builders involved in
its development, became available for
redevelopment in 2004. Prior to this it
was under the control of the Navy and
its buildings used over the centuries for
lumber storage, vessel tank testing and
housing naval prisoners.
Marinetek SPB, formed in St
Petersburg in 2010 to replace
Marinetek Rasha, was delighted
to take part in the project as it has
played a pivotal role in many major
Russian marina projects including
Sochi Imeretinsky, Olympic Marina
Sochi, Royal Yacht Club Moscow,
Grand Marina Zavidovo in Tver and
Terijoki Yacht Club in St Petersburg.
The challenges for the New Holland
Island project included tight schedules

and bespoke design work using diverse
materials.
“It’s a unique location – right in the
historical centre of St Petersburg and
had to meet the highest
specifications for quality
and appearance,”
explained Marinetek
SPB managing director
Edgar Vyzhletsov.
“There were also very
tight deadlines due to
the public nature of the
project and we worked
around the clock to
deliver the system on
time.”
The 15 x 20m (49
x 66ft) rectangular
platform was created
using eight standard
Marinetek M2715
Heavy Duty pontoons
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Marinetek also designed additional
non-standard equipment, including a
larch and rope railing system that is
easily connected and disconnected in
sections; 39° connecting steel corner
pieces; and a special fixing system for
cleats. These products, along with the
wood polymer composite decking, were
made to order by local manufacturers.
The decking boards are installed
lengthways along the pontoons and
have a 60cm (24in) overhang.
Local people and tourists showed
their appreciation of the new city
park, which is being developed in four
phases, from the outset. The opening
‘Summer at New Holland’ programme,
from 2011-2013, attracted over 700,000
visitors and included more than 1,200
different events. The venue’s popularity
continues, and many of its future events
will be hosted ‘afloat’. “We are proud
and privileged to have taken part in
this very special development and to
have a Marinetek floating platform
installed in a place of such cultural and
national historical significance,” said
Vyzhletsov. “New Holland Island has
been preserved for the future, but also
reinvented as a multi-use complex that
offers something for everyone.”
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Sustainable floating
homes in Waikato
Waterside Sustainable Developments and W10 have plans for an ecodevelopment in the heart of New Zealand’s Waikato region. The community will
feature 12 floating home sites, each with its own 18m (59ft) berth and option
for a floating pool.
The floating homes project is the
brainchild of Kerry Martin, Nicolas
Lee and Gregor Hoheisel. Martin and
Lee founded Waterside Sustainable
Developments to deliver home projects
and are providing exceptional homes
with all the benefits of waterfront
living, while being flood proof against
predicted sea level rise.
Kerry Martin is a former investment
banker and has over 12 years’
experience pioneering floating
structures in Europe. Nicolas Lee,
a sustainability enthusiast, has a
background in mathematics, packaging
industries and property development.
Gregor Hoheisel is teaching
sustainability and design at the School
of Architecture and Planning at the
University of Auckland and, with his
company W10 Ltd, will provide design
skills and international expertise to the
project.

Martin and Hoheisel first met
at the Panuku (Auckland Council
Development Team) Water Edge
Symposium where Hoheisel, along
with other world-renowned architects
and city planners, presented his ideas
on how Onehunga, a semi-industrial
waterfront community in Auckland,
could reactivate its waterfront.
The Onehunga Enhancement Society
(TOES), where Martin plays a leading
role, was so impressed with Hoheisel’s
work that, together with Onehunga
Business Association, it commissioned
him to develop an alternative design
for the East West Link and Onehunga’s
waterfront.
Martin and Hoheisel subsequently
continued to collaborate on projects
related to visionary architecture around
water and presented a proposal for
a floating Americas Cup Village. This
work has reawakened Martin’s hunger
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to deliver
beautiful
and unique
floating
homes.
Hopper Developments, renowned
in New Zealand for its outstanding
waterfront living projects in Whitianga,
Pauanui and Marsden Cove, is now
the ideal partner to deliver the first
floating home prototypes as part of a
new marine district at the Whitianga
Waterways. Bellingham Marine will
provide the critical floating platforms
for the homes and in-water berths.
Bellingham has been involved in a
number of floating home communities
including the recently completed
luxurious Marasi Business Bay
waterfront development in Dubai.
For the next step of the Whitianga
development the team is looking for
interested individuals who can imagine
living in a floating home and who are
prepared to work with the development
team to guide the project towards their
specific needs. The future homeowner
can have the planning and realisation
of the home professionally documented
if desired for potential Grand Designs
television coverage.
Further information:
info@watersidedevelopments.co.nz
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The stunning Bvlgari Resort Marina in Dubai, UAE was
delivered by Majestic Marine Engineering LLC™ and has
become the point of reference of excellence in the marina
industry of the region.
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impressive portfolio
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can be browsed at
www.majestic-marine.
com
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MARINA EVENTS
Field trips (left) and major industry
conferences (below) are the best places to
learn, share and network.
in events in Singapore and Australia –
made for excellent networking.

To go or not to go
by Oscar Siches
In the March/April 2018 issue of Marina World, the editor quoted the thoughts
of US professional speaker Thom Singer about the importance of direct human
contact as opposed to tapping “like”, “link”, “share” or “follow” on our PCs or
mobiles.
This may not sound like a big deal,
but it is. Lots of people feel secure
if they have access to the Internet,
the mother of all knowledge and the
source of electronic wings that keep
us together: the Internet offers up all
the information we need. But people
who believe this are on their way
to a Diogenes syndrome: less and
less direct contact with other human
beings. Not only do too many people
experience anxiety if there is no screen
to hand for them to check on who’s
contacting them, but their thinking
process also switches to the general
preference of interacting on the go with
the rest of the world through electronic
gadgets. The ultimate life saver is not a
blood transfusion any more, but a fully
loaded Li-ion battery.
When we assess a trade conference
and decide whether to attend or not,
there are a few factors that influence
our decision: cost, content (including
qualified speakers) and networking
possibilities. I only cite these three
because the other reason Singer
mentioned, and one to which I give
high value - having fun - will not be
accepted by people who think that
knowledge (or the appearance of being

knowledgeable) involves being serious.
That approach, unfortunately, has many
followers.
Some weeks ago, while discussing
a promising Far East marina project
with the managing director of a marina
development company, I asked him
if he would be attending the ICOMIA
World Marinas Conference (IWMC)
in Athens in October. He said no: the
conference wasn’t good value; the
same speakers were talking about the
same topics; nothing really attracted
him to the event. I mentioned that
this year the conference has made
drastic changes in terms of content
and organisation;
speakers were
covering issues that,
if not 100% affecting
marinas yet, would
no doubt influence
marina design and
operations in the
near future; and that
the tour of marina
facilities on the
second day, (the
sandwich day) – a
practice that has
proved successful
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What disappointed me is that the
absence of such knowledgeable people
like him create, in part, the missing
value they themselves complain about.
When you have reached a position
in any industry, you have a moral
obligation to share your knowledge with
the next generation. You do not go to
events just to learn or profit any more,
you go to let young or inexperienced
operators approach you, make contact,
have a chat, because that is the way
knowledge has been transmitted for
thousands of years and it cannot be
replaced by an app.
In January this year, the Australiabased Association of Marina Industries
(AMI) organised a tour of several
marinas in Europe. The trip involved
three days in the south of England,
and two days in Mallorca, Spain. As
the Mallorca coordinator, I was a little
nervous, because when you have
participated in a lot of these types of
events all around the world, you know
how easy it is to devise a monotonous
drive-and-walk-through of similar
marinas. The programme was to visit
three very different facilities during the
first day and on the second, a large
boatyard, a “city marina”, and finally
one that is starting a four-year renewal
project next October.
From the original group of seven
attendees, three cancelled and, at 0830
on a Thursday morning in June, two
marina managers, an MIA official and a
COO of a very well-known international
marina consultancy firm boarded the
minibus.
I knew the COO and one of the
marina managers well, very well, and
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to maintain or lower berth prices as
a goodwill gesture to “their” yachting
community. Financial results were good
because customer loyalty was good.
We continued to discuss the facilities
while driving on a small detour through
the narrow streets of towns with stone
façades hundreds of years old. Four
experienced marina industry members
were genuinely enjoying the discovery
of other ways of designing, building,
managing and using marinas, and
learning about Mallorca history, the
islanders’ historical rejection of the
sea as the source of invaders, and the
consequences of such ancient traditions
in today’s local nautical scene.

I was aware that I could still learn a lot
from these very knowledgeable and
successful people. The second CMM
was an experienced businessman
running a marina in the Sydney area.
Driving to the first marina took one
hour. Everyone received general
information about the island and the
region, and about the two different laws
regulating marinas (state and regional)
dependent upon whether they were
inside a state harbour or not. Different
laws, different leases, different taxes.
Suddenly I relaxed and started really
enjoying myself because I could explain
something they did not know, and
their reaction wasn’t just polite interest
– it was genuine. The weight of their
combined superior knowledge sat more
lightly on my shoulders.
After driving alongside a mountain
ridge, vineyards and effectively crossing
the whole island SW to NW we arrived
at the first marina, 745 berths, an own
hotel with 78 rooms and 28 suites,
lots of personnel and a large boatyard
with a 150 tonne straddle carrier. The
developer of this marina (Alcudiamar)
was a visionary who started this yacht
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harbour in the 1960s to complement
his local hotel business. Today, it
would be impossible to build such a
facility due to environmental laws. The
marina has renewed its lease with
the Harbour Authority for a further 12
years. After this summer season it has
to increase its berth prices by 100% so
as to realise its business plan as the
compulsory investment it has to make
is €21 million and the annual lease to
the government is €2.7 million. YES.
This isn’t a printing error! A 12 year
lease costs €21 million and the annual
fee is €2.7 million. That explains in part
why marinas in Mallorca cannot afford
to install finger pontoons for berth
holders: every square meter of water
comes at a very high price.
Describing the tour is not the purpose
of this article but those two days
confirmed the importance of travelling
and learning about the day-to-day reality
in different places – and the diversity
in our industry. Within half an hour of
the first visit, the manager of a familyrun 333-berth marina was explaining
that having had good financial results
for many years, they were now trying

When these people go to a marina
event they become a valuable part of
the content because it’s not just about
listening to presentations, but meeting
people, chatting, discussing. It is the
perfect way to meet captains of industry
without needing an appointment. It is
like being a music fan and being able to
chat with the players at a concert.
What is happening to us? When
we travel, we stop to have a peek at a
marina if we see one. We read news
about marinas. We are actually reading
this very article! We find marinas
interesting. We enjoy, we understand,
we love them.
Not attending professional events is
like shopping by Internet all the time:
a serious part of the experience is
missing. We all agree that personal
contact with our customers is extremely
important in our business so why do we
avoid events and not even recognise
the importance of face-to-face
meetings?
Let’s talk marinas personally. Our
industry deserves that.

Oscar Siches runs Marina Matters, a
consultancy based in Mallorca, Spain.
He can be contacted on
oscar@siches.com
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REGISTER TODAY!
www.worldmarinasconference.com
Noted speakers include:
Oscar Siches

Yacht Harbor Expert, former Founder Director of the
Global Marina Institute, Spain
“The ICOMIA World Marinas Conference allows current and future
marina operators to directly interact with the most experienced
experts and fellow marina operators and developers. It is a golden
opportunity to be immersed for three days in our fascinating and
complicated industry”

John Hogan

Chairman, Global Marina Institute and CEO,
Superior Jetties, Australia
“The World Marinas Conference is an opportunity to meet the leaders of the
international industry in one place. It is always an eye opener and with new
technology in boating we are seeing improved berthing solutions as well. All of
the top suppliers are there as well, and the relationships that are built will stand
you in good stead into the future.”

Topics to be discussed include:
MARINA MARKETS OF THE WORLD: AN UPDATE
• North America
• Latin America
• Asia
• Australia

• Mediterranean
• MENA
• Russia

Presented by:

MOVING TOWARDS DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH
• Greece on the spotlight: Investment opportunities for foreign investors
• Sharing experience from abroad: Key consideration for successful
marinas development

Hosted by:

Organised by:

Under the auspices:

Lead sponsors:

Conference sponsors:

Main sponsor:

Conference sponsors:

Exclusive International
Marina Media Partner:

Communication sponsors:
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The AMI will also be on-site on
Sunday and Monday (30th September
and 1st October) to offer two IBEX
Super Sessions, “Marina 101: Walk the
Dock—First Impressions” (a four-hour
industry introduction course) and the
popular “Marina and Boatyard Study
Tour.”
More adventurous marina and yard
personnel who visit IBEX can also take
part in the first-ever Vacuum Bagging
Challenge. Contestants will vie for the
top spot after sealing a bag around a
balloon as tightly as possible - without
popping it!

The MYP at IBEX:
building a global
presence
When the 28th International Boatbuilders’ Exhibition & Conference (IBEX)
opens its doors in Tampa, Florida on 2nd October this year, it will feature a
newly positioned and newly expanded Marina & Yard Pavilion (MYP).
As Marina World closed for press
in late August, the venue had 19
exhibitors – a small rise on the number
for 2017’s inaugural MYP – and a
marina-specific workshop and seminar
programme. A third of the exhibitors
come from outside the United States.
Now in the first floor exhibit hall, the
2018 IBEX MYP stretches to 2,800ft²
(260m²) and has its own Marina &
Yard Pavilion Theatre where exhibitors
have the opportunity to give 45 minute
presentations as part of a Tech Talk
workshop programme that is free to
attend. HydroHoist Marine Group will
also be giving live demonstrations of its
boat lift systems throughout the event
on the IBEX Docks.
Guaranteed to offer industry buzz
with nearly 700 exhibitors and over ten
times as many visitors, the IBEX show
floor, as the largest technical marine
trade event of its kind in North America,
bustles with news on proven, innovative
and future products and technologies,
and the IBEX Education Conference
offers multiple programmes to further
marine-related training.

The highly valued IBEX seminars
also include a track dedicated to
‘Marina and Boatyard Operations’.
This includes a round-table with
marina managers and operators,
moderated by the president of the
American Boat Builders & Repairers
Association (ABBRA), and a seminar
presented by the Association of Marina
Industries (AMI) that showcases an
in-depth review of marina and yard
management software. For marinas
with in-house
repair yards,
IBEX also offers
seminars such as
‘Fundamentals of
Gelcoat Repair’
and ‘Repairing
and Matching
LPU Paint’, as
well as a case
study on a
daunting salvage
and repair of
a 74ft (22.5m)
sports fishing
boat.
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IBEX Seminars cost $70 each,
$200 for a three-pack or $470 for a full
Conference Pass. This includes seven
seminars plus entry to the IBEX Special
Session: ‘Designing for Speed’, with a
panel that includes Nigel Irens, Pete
Melvin, Donald Blount, Michael Peters
and Michael Reardon.
IBEX expects to welcome an
increasing number of international
exhibitors and visitors in coming years
and includes new country pavilions in
2018 for South Korea, Australia, France
and Italy. The collaboration agreement
signed between IBEX co-owners
– National Marine Manufacturers
Association (NMMA) and RAI
Amsterdam – and the International
Council of Marine Industry Associations
(ICOMIA) places great focus on global
reach, encouraging and facilitating
increased participation by ICOMIA
members as exhibitors, speakers and
visitors. The partnership was finalised
in Berlin in June at the ICOMIA/IFBSO
Congress.
Register for IBEX at
www.ibexshow.com
Marina World is the exclusive
media partner for the MYP at IBEX.
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ICOMIA World Marinas Conference (IWMC) 2018

An opportunity not to be missed
Athens: 25th-27th October

Flisvos Marina is one of four marinas to be
visited on the IWMC Marina Tour.
Way’ delivered by John Kalogerakis,
sets the stage for a penultimate
session on marina operations. Drystack
technology and operations, and oil spill
response are both featured topics.
The event closes with a session on
Marina Marketing and a preview of the
2020 plans for IWMC in New Zealand.
IWMC 2018 will include social lunches
and a special celebratory reception for
delegates and partners on the first night.
This will include a tour of the Acropolis
Museum and the historic Zappeion
Exhibition Hall and culminate in the
official IWMC welcome dinner at one of
the most prestigious bistros in the city.

IWMC 2018, jointly organised by the International Council of Marine Industry
Associations (ICOMIA) Marinas Group and the Greek Marinas Association, will
be a richly rewarding event, delivering up-to-the-minute views on the state of
the industry.
Over 400 delegates are expected to
take part in the three-day event, which
includes a day touring some of the best
local marinas. Attendees will interact
and openly debate with around 40
speakers who will deliver insights and
updates on a variety of pertinent topics.
The event opens with a look back
in time as Professor Theodosis
Tassios sets the Athenian stage
with a ‘Navigating through History’
presentation. After ‘Sailing in the time
of Ulysses’ delegates can sail in 2018
– through marinas in North America,
Latin America, Asia, Australia, the
Mediterranean, MENA and Russia.
Highly qualified speakers will give
updates on each market and discuss
major issues and challenges.
Moving on to ‘New Ideas – Trends
and Developments’, the audience will
be introduced to Dr Donald Sadoway
who will deliver a keynote address on
‘Electricity Storage by Molten Metal
Batteries’, and additional panellists will
share other technological updates.
Boat ownership patterns are
changing. This all-important topic,
which also covers the international
growth of superyacht charter and the
effects boat ownership has on marina

design and operations, will dominate
discussions to round off Day 1.
Day 2 – the middle day of the event
– is devoted to networking, walking the
docks and absorbing the ambience
of four Greek facilities – Marina
Vouliagmenis, Alimos Marina, Flisvos
Marina and Zea Marina – on the IWMC
Marina Tour.
The hands-on theme of Greek
marinas continues as the conference
reconvenes on Day 3 as government
ministers, industry association
representatives and marina owners
discuss how the country is developing
and expanding its marina
industry and examine the
opportunities for foreign
investors.

Stavros Katsikadis CMM, president
of the host organiser Greek Marinas
Association, warmly welcomes
attendees to Greece. “I’m confident
IWMC 2018 will be a high-performing,
world class event. Delegates will benefit
from quality content and the expertise
of the exceptional international
speakers IWMC attracts.”
“Athens promises them an
unforgettable experience.”
Further information and delegate
registration is available at
www.worldmarinasconference.com

Marina World is the Exclusive
International Marina Media
Partner for IWMC 2018.
The conference will be held at the
Stavros Niarchos Cultural Centre, Athens.

ICOMIA will follow this
up by presenting its latest
policy papers, introducing
its Environment Guide and
exploring global issues
affecting marinas, such as
new international guidelines
for marina design and ISO
regulations for ports.
The Day 3 keynote,
‘People First – Training in
Marinas the Anthropocentric
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Boat Yard Manager, Integrated EPoS, Pedestal integrations to Rolec and Meter-MACS,
Dockside Manager, Direct Debit Management

Call: +44 (0) 1953 608001
Email: sales@havenstar.com

www.havenstar.com
WWW.JONASSOFTWARE.COM
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PONTOONS & BREAKWATERS
In order to deliver modules for the Sea
City project in Kuwait (left) Ingemar set
up a local construction site. A similar
enterprise was established for the giant
floating breakwaters (below) being built for
a project in La Spezia, Italy.
concrete breakwaters has also been
installed at two different sites.
Highlights in Europe include marina
installations in Corsica, Montenegro
and Greece.
Concrete floating attenuators are
now in place in Pianottoli in southern
Corsica to protect moorings inside
the bay, and an extension to a public
landing place in Santa Manza (near
Bonifacio), built by Ingemar in 2017, will
shortly be installed.

Streamlining the
build process
As the fourth quarter of 2018 approaches, Italian marina specialist Ingemar
Group reports on a range of projects recently completed or under way. A
policy of streamlining production, building large pontoon and breakwater
modules on site, and continuing with R&D and certification, have contributed
to the company’s ongoing success on domestic and export markets.
Taking the lead from its development
of a construction site in Kuwait to
deliver modules for the Sea City project,
Ingemar is currently utilising space near
Pagliari Wharf to produce its biggest
ever floating breakwaters for a marina
project in La Spezia, Italy. By building the
giant components, up to 20 x 10 x 2.4m
(66 x 33 x 8ft) and weighing 180 tonnes,
close to their final destination, significant
production savings are being made,
swifter completion is achieved, energy
consumption is reduced and pollution
is limited or eliminated due to reduced
handling and transport activities.
The completed breakwater will be
around 450m (1,476ft) in length and
will protect a timber-decked pontoon
system for over 850 boats that is
currently being manufactured at the
Ingemar factory in Casale sul Sile.
In Friuli in Monfalcone, the company
has continued to work with two longterm customers Circolo Nautico
Timavo and Lega Navale Monfalcone
on expansion projects that maximise
use of water space while taking the
specific needs of association users
into account. The two resulting

piers resemble an open-air Ingemar
showroom as they include elements
such as pontoons of different widths
(reinforced and standard, with ordinary
and high freeboard), fingers, mooring
rods, breakwaters, mooring lines,
concrete blocks, ground chains,
anchoring systems with steel piles and
chains – and more.
Work is also ongoing at other
Italian marinas in Marzamemi (Sicily),
Cannigione (Sardinia), Brindisi,
Chioggia and Venice.
The Middle East and Europe remain
major export markets. Fixed docks for
work access vehicles have been built
in Aqaba (Jordan) and at Sea City in
Kuwait, where production of the floating
elements for the third marina has been
completed. Design work for the fourth
and final marina is currently being
finalised.
In Saudi Arabia the latest
installations for the Ministry of the
Interior have recently been tested and
commissioned. These include special
landing places with steel fingers and
concrete floating pontoons for boats
up to 18m (59ft). A series of floating
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Ingemar has also been contracted to
build the two new marinas that will form
the Lustica Bay tourist resort in the Bay
of Kotor, Montenegro. The main marina
will accommodate around 180 boats
up to 35m (115ft) in length. The second
facility, for smaller boats, has been
designed with a modular layout so that
it can rapidly be reconfigured according
to the season and any specific berthing
requirements. The first pier was
completed in early July.
One final project of note has been
long awaited. Marina Zea in Athens,
managed by D-Marin, will soon have
a new series of pontoons thanks to
receiving a much delayed go-ahead
from local authorities for installation.
The all-concrete floating pontoons have
been stored for many years on the
quay at Piraeus and, further to checks
and preliminary tests that confirm their
excellent condition, will finally be put in
place.
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Hazelett
Marine
Conservation Elastic
Mooring Systems
For Yachts and Docks

www.hazelettmarine.com
15
Court SuiteDrive,
212 APO Box 600
135Palmer
West Lakeshore
South
Burlington,
Colchester, Vermont 05446-0600
Vermont,
05403
EMAIL: info@hazelettmarine.com
Offi
ce:
802
399 2627
TELEPHONE: (802)
863-6376
Email:
info@hazelettmarine.com
FAX: (802) 863-1523

PONTOONS & BREAKWATERS
The SF breakwater at Provincetown Marina
is shaped like an elbow.
approximately 2,000 linear feet (610m)
and 4,000 linear feet (1,219m) off the
pier. It runs parallel with an existing
breakwater and looks like a promenade.
The BW600 is the widest off-the-shelf
floating breakwater that can be built in
Sweden and shipped to the USA.

New York and New Jersey

Protecting marina
systems on the
US East Coast
SF Marina installed its first marina in the USA in 1983 at the oldest yacht club
in New England – Boston Yacht Club (BYC), Marblehead. This prestigious
entry into a new market for the Swedish company and the establishment of SF
Marina Systems USA (headquartered in Gloucester, VA) combined to kick start
a burgeoning business on the eastern seaboard.
Boston Yacht Club turned to SF
once again this year for an upgrade
to its main concrete floating docks.
They work hard. “The dock system is
exposed to the relentless nor’easter
storms that constantly impact the
system,” says SF Marina USA sales
and marketing manager Mason Sears.
“The location is rough in the winter and
Boston Yacht Club is the only facility in
the harbour that can leave its docks in
the water year round.”

in Hyannis, and BW500 and BW600
breakwater units and type 1200
concrete pontoons for the rebuild of
Provincetown Marina. SF worked with
Meeco Sullivan on the finger pontoons
for the latter project.
The resulting Provincetown
breakwater, shaped like an elbow
extending from the pier, has added

Port Liberte Home Owners Association
took final delivery in 2017 of a 13ft
(4m) floating breakwater moored on
30in (76cm) piles. Installed by Sound
Marine, the two 118ft (36m) sections
protect the man-made harbour
and entrance. The breakwater was
successful in calming the waves and
interior marina motion from a fetch
that stretches out under the Verrazano
Bridge to the Long Island Sound.

Rhode Island highlights
Rhode Island marinas also weighed in
with orders for the 2017/18 season – to
protect an expansive seaside resort and
provide docks for the Volvo Ocean Race.
Gurney’s Newport Resort and Marina
(formerly Hyatt Marina) has a 22-slip
marina for transient vessels that can
accommodate yachts up to 125ft
(38m) in average water depths of 20ft
(6m). This year the marina was offered
extra protection courtesy of an SF400
floating breakwater with a 30in (76cm)
freeboard for megayacht berthing, a
7in (178mm) freeboard sport ramp and
angled fingers.
Expected transient visitors to Fort
Adams Newport (Sail Newport) in Fort
Adams State Park for the 2018 Volvo
Gurney’s Newport Resort &
Marina now has a generously
sized SF400 floating breakwater.

SF installed 16ft (4.8m) wide type
1050 concrete pontoons to enhance
fuel dock and launch dock facilities at
BYC, and also turned its attention to
a breakwater order for Massachusetts
Maritime Academy (MMA) in Bourn.
Another returning customer, MMA
also has to cope with a very exposed
site. Reagan Construction contracted SF
to supply a type 400 floating breakwater
moored on 3ft (1m) steel piles to protect
its existing dock systems from waves in
excess of 6ft (1.8m) high.
The recent Massachusett’s deliveries
also included a 10ft (3m) wide floating
breakwater for Hyannis Yacht Club
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PONTOONS & BREAKWATERS
replaced non-breakwater pontoons that
are no long suitable due to a marina
reconfiguration.
Additional projects in Charleston
have included the delivery of 186ft
(56.6m) of 10ft (3m) wide floating
breakwaters to a private residence.

Still to come

The type 500 breakwater installed at Carolina Yacht Club five years ago was one of several
SF installations in Charleston, South Carolina.
Ocean Race stopover also prompted
Returning to Charleston
a floating concrete dock order. Sail
SF Marina Systems USA installed a
Newport, which has a fleet of rental boats Type 500 breakwater five years ago at
and is the largest public sailing centre
Carolina Yacht Club in Charleston and
in New England, has SF concrete docks
a marina system over 20 years ago at
dating back to the 1990s. New type 1240
Patriots Point Marina. The company
sections were ordered to boost moorage
returned to Patriots Point this year to
supply around 400ft (122m) of 10ft (3m)
space for the Volvo event and for the
wide floating breakwater units. These
many events it hosts throughout the year.
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Ongoing project highlights include an
order for type 300 and 400 breakwaters
of 1,706ft (520m) total length for
Burlington Harbor Marina, Lake
Champlain, Vermont and the recent
delivery (July) of a type 600 breakwater
and megayacht fingers totalling 541ft
(165m) in length for the brand new Fore
Points Marina in Portland, Maine (see
World News). Part of the IGY Marinas
portfolio, Fore Points will accommodate
over 140 vessels and up to ten
megayachts and is due to open in early
2019.
James Island Yacht Club in
Charleston, SC, will meanwhile take
delivery of a 500ft (152m) type 1240
heavy-duty dock attenuator to be
moored by 30in (76cm) internal piles.
The Club’s previous system was
destroyed during a hurricane.
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LIFTING EQUIPMENT INTEGRAL MANUFACTURER
FOR MARINAS AND SHIPYARDS
During 2017 GH Cranes & Components has installed several
boat hoists in different parts of the world, continuing with
its worldwide expansion strategy and keeping its strong
position in Spain.
Out of our 4 last installations, 3 of the units include Electronic
Steering system which allows our clients to work more efficiently
by using 4 different steering modes controlled by PLC:
2WD: 2 front wheels steering
90° + 2WD: Lateral displacement + 2 right wheels steering
45° Crab: Both diagonals running
Polar: 360° Turning
The last one, commissioned in Jan 2018, is equipped with
Polar Mechanical steering system which is appropriate for
the configuration of this specific marina in Mallorca.

Bº Salbatore s/n 20200 Beasain, Gipuzkoa (SPAIN) / T: +34 943 569 176 / marine�ghcranes.com / www.ghcranes.com

Seawork

A-Z GUIDE PONTOON/DOCK & BREAKWATER MANUFACTURERS
AIRFLOAT, East Sussex, UK
E: info@airfloatmps.com
Airfloat modular pontoons are an ideal
solution for temporary or permanent
docks, bridges, work platforms and
breakwaters. EirGlide is also available
for drive-on storage of jet skis, RIBS
and other small craft. Airfloat’s 700mm
x 700mm blocks are rotationally
moulded for strength and durability and
have been tried and tested in extreme
weather conditions for many years.

AISTER MARINAS, Vigo, Spain
E: marinas@aister.es
Aister is a manufacturer and installer
of aluminium floating and fixed
pontoon systems, service pedestals,
breakwaters, gangways and ramps.
The company undertakes turnkey
projects from design to installation and
has its own pile driving barges.

AL MANZEL HOUSEBOATS &
MARINAS, Umm Al Quwain, UAE

Bvlgari Hotel Marina, Dubai,
UAE. Pontoons: Majestic
Marine Engineering

AQUATECH, Kitzbuehel,
Austria
E: aquatech@a1.net
The Maritime Technic pontoon
system from Aquatech is
a third generation modular
floating dock system designed
for aquatic sports, aquaculture
and environmental protection.
The product represents
quality at a reasonable price
and is manufactured in the EU. Blocks
can be connected to create any layout
arrangement and can also be used
to replace or extend existing pontoon
systems.

ARNAVING, Thuir, France

E: marina@almanzel.net
Al Manzel Houseboats & Marinas is a
UAE-based manufacturer and builder
of aluminium pontoons, gangways,
houseboats, workboats, breakwaters,
slipways and other related marine
products.

E: jcb@arnaving.fr
The Mobi-Deck system, developed
by Arnaving, allows for a 30 to 40%
increase in marina capacity for boats up
to 50 feet in length. The revolutionary
design uses one single fairway for
several rows of mooring pontoons to
make all commercial floating pontoons,
including breakwaters, mobile.

AMERICAN MUSCLE DOCKS &
FABRICATION, WV, USA

BALTIC FLOATING
STRUCTURES, Riga, Latvia

E: luke@amdocks.com
American Muscle Docks & Fabrication
is a manufacturer of boat dock
hardware and complete dock systems.
Wood, steel truss, steel channel,
aluminium and stainless steel dock
components, systems and gangways
are manufactured in-house. The
company can customise products to
meet many design specifications.
Round Gotland Race, Gotland, Sweden.
Pontoons: SF Marina System

E: rostislav@balticfs.eu
BalticFS is a leading designer and
builder of floating refuelling solutions. It
is also expert in the design and turnkey
production of floating buildings and
other structures (villas, restaurants,
offices, swimming pools, sports facilities
etc) on heavy-duty concrete pontoons,
and architectural and design projects. It
provides a full range of services related
to hydro-dynamic research and analysis
for the creation of wave-protected water
areas.

BELLINGHAM MARINE,
Washington, USA
E: bmi@bellingham-marine.com
Bellingham Marine is a worldwide
marina and waterfront design/
build construction company with
manufacturing facilities around
the globe. The company is a
leader in floating pontoon design
specialising in floating dock
systems, platforms and wave
attenuators. Bellingham’s products
can be seen around the world in
diverse sites – from iconic harbours
to public boat launches.
(See advertisement p.32)
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BLUEWATER MARINE & DOCK
SPECIALTIES, Hawaii, USA
E: info@bluewaterdocks.com
Bluewater Marine offers structurally
engineered aluminium framed floating
docks, fixed piers, gangways and other
marina components and accessories.
All systems are specifically designed to
withstand harsh marine environments.

CANDOCK, Quebec, Canada
E: candock@candock.com
Candock specialises in modular floating
systems with high resistance to harsh
weather conditions. A 20 year warranty is
offered, and features include a patented
channel system for service lines, integrated
LED lighting system and drive-on docking
for boats and PWC. The system is ideal
for marinas of all sizes and for boats up to
15m. No heavy machinery is required for
installation and no complicated anchoring
systems are needed.

CONNECT-A-DOCK, Iowa, USA
E: intlsales@connectadock.com
Connect-A-Dock’s 6ft x 10ft FS2120
floating dock section is ideal for both
commercial and residential dock
applications. The company’s systems
can meet virtually any requirements and
versatile modular sections can be used to
create many different shapes and sizes
with little effort. Various accessories are
available.

DOCK BLOCKS OF NORTH
AMERICA, South Carolina, USA

E: sales@dock-blocks.com
Manufacturer of HDPE plastic floating
blocks used by marinas to create
modular docking systems including boat
slips, walkways and floating platforms
with traditional decking options. Many
accessories, kayak and SUP storage
racks. Boat Boast Drive-ons lift boats up
to 12,000lbs. Easy assembly, superior
performance, fast ROI. Financing available.
(See advertisement p.50)
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Are your float drums certified by an accredited testing agency?
They should be. Ask for Ace Floats by name!

Tested and Certified by
IMANNA Laboratory Inc.
/ Falling Dart Impact Test
/ 7-Day Water Hunt
Absorption Test
/ Encasement Wall
Thickness Standard
/ And More!
IMANNA Certified
www.imanna.com/customer-spotlight
For over 25 years, Den Hartog Industries in Hospers, Iowa has
elevated the quality of foam-filled float drums, setting the industry
standards and is a leader in the marine industry on quality, durability
and longevity. Visit www.acefloatdrums.com for a variety of product
sizes, specifications with bouyancy and technical information.

A-Z GUIDE PONTOON/DOCK & BREAKWATER MANUFACTURERS
GOLDEN MARINE SYSTEMS
LLC, Florida, USA

Safe Harbour Boys Academy,
Jacksonville, FL, USA. Docks:
Golden Marine Systems

E: mshanley@goldenmarinesystems.
com
Golden Marine Systems, LLC
produces, markets and supplies custom
concrete and aluminium floating docks
and gangways throughout the world. Its
products include a line of standard duty
residential and heavy-duty commercial
docks. All are custom designed and
built to site-specific needs with the
customer’s budget given high priority.
(See advertisement p.15)

DOCKING SOLUTIONS,
Devon, UK
E: enquiries@dockingsolutions.co.uk
Docking Solutions offers
bespoke, heavy-duty pontoons
built using twin steel tubes for
industrial and light commercial
applications. Its products are
used by operators of ferries,
wind farm service vessels,
lifeboats and other workboats as
well as leisure craft. As of 2018,
Docking Solutions has been
incorporated into Walcon Marine.

INGEMAR GROUP, Milan, Italy

EZ DOCK, Missouri, USA

GAEL FORCE MARINAS &
PONTOONS, Inverness, UK

E: info@ez-dock.com
EZ Dock is a world leading
manufacturer of floating modular dock
systems that can be assembled in
many configurations to suit commercial
and residential needs. Also available is
the EZ Launch for kayaks and canoes
which allows accessibility for people
with disabilities on an easy-to-use
transfer bench.

E: marinas@gaelforcegroup.com
Gael Force Marinas & Pontoons
designs, manufactures and installs
SeaHaven marina systems and
breakwaters for exposed and sheltered
locations. The company prides itself
on partnering with its customers and
turning their ideas into profitable
investment.
(See advertisement p.63)

E: info@ingemar.it
Ingemar has been building floating
concrete structures since 1979.
Modular all-concrete pontoons and
floating elements with galvanised steel
or aluminium frames are offered with
hardwood decking, fibre reinforced
concrete or rotomoulded polyethylene
floats. The group also builds floating
breakwater elements up to 20m x 6m.
Tailor-made solutions and turnkey
projects are Ingemar’s strong points in
the Mediterranean and Gulf regions.
(See advertisement p.6)

If you change
nothing
Nothing will
change
Maricer (CPES Ltd)
Vale Industrial Estate,
Spilsby,
Lincolnshire
PE23 5HE
UK

Change to the
world of

www.maricer.com
sales@maricer.com
Call Now On +44 (0) 1790 753164
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A-Z GUIDE PONTOON/DOCK & BREAKWATER MANUFACTURERS
INLAND & COASTAL MARINA
SYSTEMS, Co. Offaly, Ireland

KROPF INDUSTRIAL,
Ontario, Canada

E: sales@inlandandcoastal.com
Inland & Coastal Marina Systems
(ICMS) specialises in the design,
manufacture and installation of marinas
and provides a fully integrated design
service for a turnkey marina solution.
Products include floating concrete
breakwaters and concrete pontoons
suitable for superyacht facilities, heavy
duty pontoons and leisure pontoons.
ICMS has completed numerous
signature projects worldwide.
(See advertisement p.13)

E: jordan@
kropfindustrial.com
Kropf Industrial supplies
highly stable and durable
steel and HDPE pipe
floating docks for a range
of applications. Its rugged
system is proven in
northern ice conditions
and is built to order to
meet exact requirements
with numerous options
available. The company also supplies
floating breakwaters, hydraulic boat
handling equipment and boat storage
stands.
(See advertisement p.59)

INTER BOAT MARINAS,
Puttershoek, Netherlands
E: info@interboatmarinas.nl
Inter Boat Marinas, founded in 1986, is
a specialist in the design, development,
manufacture and installation of floating
pontoons and marinas, complete with
all necessary facilities. The company
offers a variety of floating pontoon and
concrete breakwater options.

INTERNATIONAL MARINE
FLOATATION SYSTEMS INC,
British Columbia, Canada
E: imfs@floatingstructures.com
IMFS is a global leader and innovator
in the design, engineering and
manufacturing of floating concrete
platforms for marinas, breakwaters,
floating homes, yacht enclosures
(boatsheds), commercial structures and
specialty floats and pontoons.

JETFLOAT INTERNATIONAL,
Salzburg, Austria
E: office@jetfloat-international.com
Jetfloat International remains a prime
mover in modular pontoon production.
Jetfloat manufactures in Austria
using only genuine polyethylene
PE-HD Lupolen 5261 Z as the base
granulate and uses no modified PE or
recycled plastic. Jetfloat claims that
this has resulted in almost 100% of
its worldwide
customers
reordering
over the last
40 years.
Isle of Harris
Marina,
East Loch
Tarbert, UK.
Breakwater:
Gael Force
Marinas &
Pontoons
Photo: Peter
Kerr
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LINDLEY MARINAS, Cascais,
Portugal
E: geral@lindley.pt
Design, manufacture and installation
of floating solutions for marinas and
harbour facilities. Concrete wave
attenuators and pontoons; steel,
aluminium and timber walkways;
access bridges and accessories.
Turnkey solutions from project design
to installation. Over 85 years of
experience in harbour infrastructure.
Offices in Portugal, Spain, Brazil and
Colombia.
(See advertisement p.52)

LIVART MARINE, Guangdong,
China
E: livart@livartmarina.com
Livart Marine Industry is a leading
floating pontoon designer and
manufacturer with over 10 years
of experience. Its unique one-stop
premium floating solutions are
constructed in high-tech factories
and offered as high quality products
at reasonable prices. The company’s
patented aluminium system meets
TYHA and AU standards and safety
requirements.

Harbour West Marina and Royal Hamilton
Yacht Club, Hamilton, Canada. Docks:
Kropf Industrial

MAADI GROUP, Quebec, Canada
E: info@maadigroup.com
MAADI Group provides engineering
procurement construction of highstrength aluminium temporary and
permanent marine structures for
sustainable offshore platforms, ports
and marinas. Its advanced aluminium
structures are lightweight yet ultra
strong so as to withstand heavy use
and provide secure, reliable access
even in extreme conditions such as
cyclonic wind loading.

MAJESTIC MARINE
ENGINEERING, Dubai, UAE
E: jbokaris@majestic-marine.com
Majestic Marine Engineering is a
specialised marina manufacturer
established in the 1980s. With 300
staff and a modern pontoon production
plant, Majestic has designed,
manufactured and installed over
5,000 berths for projects ranging from
fishing ports to megayacht marinas.
Majestic has also completed several
VIP boardwalks and other marine civil
works.
(See advertisement p.26)
Caroline Bay Marina, Bermuda.
Docks: Marinetek North America
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FIBERGLASS GRATINGS
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

Attractive and Durable
Extremely Strong
Won’t Rust or Rot
Low Lifecycle Cost
Non-Skid Surface
Easy to Install & Fabricate
Low in Electrical &
Thermal Conductivity
' Custom Colors Available

The World Leader in Fiberglass Structures & Shapes

+1-276-645-8000
info@strongwell.com
www.strongwell.com

STRONGWELL PRODUCTS PROUDLY

A-Z GUIDE PONTOON/DOCK & BREAKWATER MANUFACTURERS
MARICORP US, Missouri, USA
E: melanie.ashby@mcus.com
Maricorp US is a marina industry
leader offering design, consultation
and installation of commercial
and residential floating docks.
Its services include marine
construction, repair and renovation,
disaster response and demolition.

MARINE DESIGNS, Cornwall,
UK
E: drystan@marinedesigns.co.uk
A turnkey supplier of breakwater
pontoons, Marine Designs
manufactures the DockMaster
concrete pontoon, which is built
to BS 6349 Maritime Structures
Code and has a 50 year design life.
Advantages include flexible and
rapid build using pre-cast concrete
beams and polystyrene. Pontoon
widths of 4 to 12m are offered with
1m plus freeboard for commercial
vessels and superyachts. The
patented DockMaster pontoon
is exclusively licensed to Marine
Designs by Mr S. Carr.

MARINETEK, Helsinki, Finland
E: info@marinetek.net
Marinetek is a leading designer and
turnkey builder of yacht marinas and
floating structures that is well known
for its large concrete pontoons and
ability to undertake wide-ranging
projects worldwide. The company
offers long-lasting, advanced
solutions to give customers peace
of mind for decades. Marinetek has
an impressive track record with over
2,000 reference projects in four
continents.
(See advertisement p.4)

Drive-on platform, South Carolina, USA.
Docks: Dock Blocks of North America

Naples City Dock,
Naples, FL, USA. Docks:
Bellingham Marine

MARTINI ALFREDO,
Turate, Italy
E: martini@martinialfredo.
it
Martini Alfredo produces
galvanised steel framed
floating pontoons fitted
with polyolefin resin
injected moulded floats.
A wide range of sizes,
displacements and
capacities is offered.
The Martini Marinas
floating pontoon system
is easy to assemble and requires very little
maintenance. Access gangways, adjustable
fingers, floating breakwaters, mooring
systems, service pedestals and all main
marina accessories complete the catalogue.
(See advertisement p.51)

MEECO SULLIVAN, Oklahoma, USA
E: intlsales@meecosullivan.com
Meeco Sullivan is a leading supplier of
freshwater and saltwater marinas and
floating dock systems. Products include
galvanised steel dock systems, Atlantic
Glulam timber dock systems, Sullivan
timber dock systems, aluminium dock
systems, wave attenuators, rowing docks,
residential docks, service docks/platforms
and a full offering of accessories and parts.
The company has thousands of marine
installations worldwide.

METALU MARINAS, Saint Brevin Les
Pins, France
E: info@metalu.com
Metalu designs, manufactures and installs a
wide range of floating and fixed aluminium
pontoons and access bridges. The company
has over 35 years of experience and has
worldwide references.
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ORSTA BREAKWATER, Heusden,
the Netherlands
E: info@breakwater.eu
Orsta Breakwater designs, supplies
and installs floating breakwaters,
large concrete pontoons and marina
equipment for both leisure and
commercial harbours. It builds concrete
pontoons up to 14m in width and
4.5m high and specialises in ‘on site’
production. The company can build
pontoons and breakwaters wherever
they are needed.
(See advertisement p.60)

PMS, Izmir, Turkey/Dock Marine,
Austria
E: cagdas.agirtas@pms.com.tr
Utilising its 23 years of experience with
the design and construction of modular
floating platforms, PMS launched the
Marine Dock system in 2010 in order to
meet global demands for marina systems.
Experienced engineers utilise 3D designs
for projects prior to the manufacture of
systems suitable for wide ranging vessel
sizes including megayachts.
(See advertisement p.55)
Red Frog Marina, Panama.
Pontoons: Structurmarine
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The Most Sophisticated & Comprehensive
Marina & Boatyard Management System Available.
Pacsoft’s fully-featured integrated software solutions can automate nearly
all functions, simplify business life, streamline operations, improve control
and accounting, but most importantly increase business intelligence.
LEARN MORE AT www.pacsoftmms.com

Marina, Boatyard & Shipyard
Management Software Solutions

United Kingdom/Europe
Richard Dowland
+44 (0) 845 518 6272
mms.oceanroad.info

United States of America
Jay Walsh
770 - 686 - 6910
ibcga.com

Head Ofﬁce
Chris Thomas
+64 (9) 379 7260

A-Z GUIDE PONTOON/DOCK & BREAKWATER MANUFACTURERS
PACIFIC PONTOON & PIER,
Queensland, Australia
E: admin@pacificpontoon.com
An Australian owned company
with over 30 years of experience
in the marina industry. Pacific
Pontoon & Pier (PPP) specialises
in commercial marina design and
construction, residential pontoons,
boardwalks and custom products
for the resource industry. In addition
to Australia, PPP also services
international construction markets
with its patented, low-maintenance,
highly durable system.

PIERBRASIL,
São Paulo, Brazil
E: richard@pierbrasil.com.br
PierBrasil is the leading
manufacturer and installer of
floating concrete pontoons and
breakwaters in Brazil. Five different
systems and combinations offer
feasible technical solutions for
marinas and harbour facilities.
The company has installed over
4,000m² of floating piers as well as
gangways, floating ramps, service
towers and accessories. Also
supplies turnkey projects including
anchorage with concrete anchors or
pile guides.

PIER GENIUS, Iowa, USA
E: sales@piergenius.com
The Pier Genius patented ‘AntiSway’ tube frame system provides
marinas with an ultimate docking
system. It is claimed to be stronger
than conventional truss frame docks
and includes patented features such
as the PG pipe lock conduit system
and non-wood 50-year decking.
Harleyford Marina, Buckinghamshire,
UK. Pontoons: Walcon Marine

PORALU, Port, France
E: contact@poralu.com
Poralu Marine has been
designing, manufacturing
and installing top of
the range pontoons
and marina systems
worldwide for over 35
years. The company
can meet all customer
requests by providing
functional and long
lasting equipment
that is attractive and
environmentally friendly.
With experience of
8,000+ projects covering
five continents, Poralu’s
strategy of innovation and
sustainable development has made it a
recognised expert in the marketplace.

RONAUTICA MARINAS, Tui, Spain
E: oscar.saa@ronautica.com
Ronautica prides itself on delivering
turnkey marina projects that draw on
the company’s passion, experience and
innovation. Aluminium and concrete
pontoons, and associated equipment
are available. Ronautica has 25 years
of experience worldwide and a team of
in-house specialists. All products are
manufactured in Spain.
(See advertisement p.42)

SF MARINA SYSTEM AB,
Gothenburg, Sweden
E: info@sfmarina.se
SF Marina’s modular systems encompass
concrete floating breakwaters and
pontoons, commercial and leisure boat
marinas, pontoons for handicap access to
water and boats, pontoons for boat clubs,
fuelling pontoons, fish farming systems,
floating bridges, support structures for
floating buildings, commuter boat docks,
seaplane and helicopter landing platforms
and floating ferry landings.
Full details on www.
sfmarina.com
(See advertisement p.2)

STADIA MARINA,
Morelos, Mexico
E: stadia@stadiamarina.
com
Stadia Marina is a 100%
Mexican enterprise that
develops, manufactures
and installs floating dock
systems in three materials:
wood, aluminium and
concrete. Systems are
specifically tailored to
every customer.
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Seasonal mooring pontoons, Viavélez,
Asturias, Spain. Pontoons: Ronautica
Marinas

STRUCTURMARINE,
Quebec, Canada
E: request@structurmarine.com
Structurmarine’s ‘out of the box
design’, advanced marine engineering
standards, structural expertise and
anchoring methods have significantly
contributed to the survival of its marina
systems in extreme weather conditions.
Its floating pontoon and wave reduction
systems are at the forefront of
innovation and have been rigorously
tested and proven over the years.
(See advertisement p.18)

SUPERIOR JETTIES,
Queensland, Australia
E: info@superiorjetties.com
Superior Jetties manufactures
multiple marina system solutions
utilising rotomoulded polyethylene,
aluminium and/or concrete. Systems
can be combined to achieve the most
cost effective solution for any site. A
range of industrial flotation products
and accessories is also offered,
as is custom design and project
management delivered through the
group network internationally.
(See advertisement p.54)

TOP MARINE,
Saue, Estonia
E: info@topmarine.ee
Top Marine has over 20 years of
experience in the manufacture and
provision of complete marina solutions.
It offers engineering, installation, and a
wide range of floating marina products
such as HD and timber pontoons,
pump-out stations, floating houses,
mooring fingers and safety equipment.
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Composite
Timber Pontoon
Decking

&KDUFRDO

Ultra Deck
Teak

Benefits

NEW

% 295mm width halves install time

295
Board

% Low slip potential (wet & dry)
% 1.5Kn point load (at 600mm span)

Featuring a
UHYHUVH¿QLVK,
timber embossed
or grooved face

% )LUHUDWHG&ÀV %6(1
% 10 year warranty

UK Head Office
+44 (0)1255 440297
enquiries@duracomposites.com
www.duracomposites.com

Porto di Santa Teresa Gallura - awarded with 4 Blue Stars

Visit www.bluestarmarina.com
Visitusus at booth 01.201

TM

World’s Best

Modular Docking Systems
Floating Docks

Decking Available!

Drive-on Boat Lifts
12,000 lb Capacity.

Visit us at

Dock-Blocks.com 877-478-8440
Ask About Financing Options

A-Z GUIDE PONTOON/DOCK & BREAKWATER MANUFACTURERS
TOTAL FLOATING SYSTEMS,
Auckland, New Zealand
E: info@totalmarineservices.co.nz
Total Floating Systems (TFS) is
part of the Total Marine Group. TFS
designs, builds and installs floating
concrete pontoon solutions for all
applications. The company offers:
floating attenuators; multi-berth
marinas; commercial berths; ferry
terminals; ultra high freeboard and
low freeboard pontoons; boat ramp
pontoons; private berth pontoons
and high-spec architectural
pontoons, wharfs and jetties.

TRANSPAC MARINAS, WA, USA
E: info@transpacmarinas.com
Design, engineering and
manufacture of proprietary, high
performance flotation systems
since 1983. Specialising in
timber, concrete, steel and HDPE
structures for marinas and floating
wave attenuators for extreme
environments. Transpac’s custom
designs integrate over 40 years of
innovation and quality into each
site-specific project and its unique
requirements.

Pieta Creek, Malta.
Pontoons: Lindley Marinas

Castlebay Marina, Isle of Burra, UK.
Breakwater: Orsta Breakwater

VILEO MARINAS, Tallinn, Estonia

WALCON MARINE, Hampshire, UK

E: info@vileomarinas.com
Vileo Marinas offers 15 years of handson experience in designing and building
marina solutions using durable, premium
quality products. Options include: Eco
plastic pontoons and EPS filled plastic
floats; HDPE tube pontoons; timber
pontoons with concrete floats; and allconcrete pontoons in high or extra high
load bearing capacities. Pontoons are
built to ISO 90001/140001 standards.

E: sales@walconmarine.com
With over 50 years of experience in civil
and marine engineering, Walcon Marine
is an international leader in the design,
construction and installation of berthing
facilities for the leisure and workboat
sectors. As of 2018, the company also offers
the Docking Solutions heavy-duty products
alongside its own comprehensive range of
bridges, pontoons and floating breakwaters.
(See advertisement p.40)

Martini Marinas floating pontoons.
The best, from all points of the compass.

SWITZERLAND
CROATIA
GREECE
NETHERLANDS/BELGIUM
ROMANIA

T. +41 91 9945545
T. +385 01 6530040
T. +30 23 10692899
T. +31 6 46140603
T. +40 341 482664

info@interbox.ch
stp@stp-croatia.com
makis@zaggas-group.gr
info@aquamore.info
office@opalconstruct.ro

Martini Alfredo S.p.A.
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 43
P.O. Box 30 - 22078 Turate (CO) - Italy
Tel +39 02 963941 - Fax +39 02 9682613
marinas.export@martinialfredo.it
www.martinialfredo.it
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Marina
course in
Canada
The International Marina
Institute (IMI), a subsidiary
of the Association of Marina
Industries (AMI) has worked
with its affiliate partner
Boating BC Association
to arrange an Intermediate
Marina Management (IMM)
course in Nanaimo, British
Columbia. The course will be
held 2nd-6th December 2018.
“I am delighted to not only be
bringing the IMM course back
to the West Coast but to also
be bringing it to our neighbours
in Canada. Education is the
key to success of any business
and IMI is always looking for
new regions to train marina
industry professionals,” said
IMI training coordinator Merritt
Alves.
The IMM course is ideal
for marina managers and
operation managers with a
minimum of one year’s marina
management experience who
are looking to further their
careers and increase their
network. The course is the
first step towards the highly
recognised Certified Marina
Manager (CMM) or Certified
Marina Operator (CMO)
designations. Upon successful
completion of the course,
students must then attend the
Advanced Marina Management
(AMM) course before applying
for certification.

Simulation game helps
boaters hone berthing skills
The difficulties boaters experience when mooring up in a marina berth are universal
and different technical innovations have been developed to guide and protect boats
and berths in recent years. Australian student Tommy Vaux was challenged by his
father, Darren Vaux, director of Empire Marinas, to develop a boat parking simulation
game that could help boaters hone their skills.
“Dad’s experience at the marina [Empire
Marina Bobbin Head] is that some people
don’t relax as much as they should when
they are out on their boat as they are
worried about berthing the boat back in
the marina at the end of the day,” Tommy
told Marina World. “They often come home
early just to get it out of the way. The main
reason for this is that they don’t get much
experience of doing it. Most people only use
their boats less than 20 times a year so they
don’t get to practice different conditions.”

The Intermediate course
covers marina-specific
topics including marina law,
contracts, risks and liabilities,
staff management, fire and
emergency response planning,
environmental management,
health and safety compliance,
and marketing.

Vaux initially created a PC version of
the game he’s called Boat Master and
then developed it into a more complete
experience on Android and iOS. “One of the
key objectives was to make the simulation
experience as realistic as possible, so I
spent a lot of time working on the physics of
how the boat moves in the water and reacts
to user input. This included the engines
exhibiting realistic delay, and the changes
in the way the boat moves in the water (the
amount of drift and ease of turning) based
on the current velocity of the boat, with other
minor physics details also contributing to
the realism,” he explained. “The relatively
realistic 3D environment and boats are also
designed to contribute towards this goal.”

E: imitraining@
marinaassociation.org

The first boat to be developed was a
twin engine, 14m (45ft) flybridge cruiser
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with bow and stern thrusters as this is a
typical boat at Bobbin Head marina. It can
be driven in a tutorial and at five levels
of varying difficulty, with wind, current,
different times of day and randomly failing
thrusters changing the berthing conditions.
The second vessel was a superyacht, with
its own five levels of varying conditions,
four of which are in a new location. More
boats and locations will be added in the
future, with single engine boats with
helms, like yachts and speedboats, coming
soon.
“I undertook this project primarily to
challenge myself to create a realistic
simulation game,” Vaux admits. “But my
hope is that people use it to improve
their skills and understanding of boats in
marinas in a convenient and practical way,
revealing the importance of taking it slowly
and using the momentum of the boat while
berthing.”
Tommy Vaux is a mechatronics
engineering university student and says
the project provided him with a good
opportunity to test and refine his coding
and development skills.
The game can be downloaded for free on
the App Store and Google Play, with links to
both stores available on:
www.flatwombatstudios.com
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From blue-sky thinkers to
grass-roots recruitment . . .
. . . Marina World has a
Recruitment Package that’s
perfect for your needs.
Online immediately and with print to follow,
contact juliahallam@marinaworld.co.uk to
discuss the packages available.

Cockle Bay

Sydney Harbour, Australia

Titan Deck is engineered to be the last decking you’ll ever
use. Made of UV-protected 100% polypropylene, it won’t rot,
warp, dent, splinter or bend and will never need painting or
staining – perfect for commercial docks and piers of any size!
All Titan Decking is backed by a 12 year limited warranty.

Titan Classic

Titan X-Series

Titan Open-X Series

TitanDeck.net | 877-207-4136

+61 7 5594 8200
info@superiorjetties.com
superiorjetties.com
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Russell Levett
Russell Levett has
joined UK-based
Marina Projects as
a marina manager.
He has over 20
years’ experience
of operating and
managing high profile UK marinas.
Marina Projects operations director,
Dan McKiernan, welcomed him to
the team. “The consultancy business
continues to develop positively both in
the UK and internationally and that has
led to us seeking additional operational
expertise and resource within the
consultancy business. We have known
Russell for a good number of years
and are delighted to appoint such an
experienced and diligent marina manager
to our team.”
Levett, who said he has been tracking
Marina Projects and its activities with
great interest for a number of years,
commented: “I am looking forward to
both the immediate and longer term
prospects at Marina Projects and to
applying my operational know-how to
projects all over the world.”

Breezy Point owners
buy Gatorvators
The owner’s association at Breezy Point condominiums in Marco Island,
Florida, has purchased 18 GatorVators from US company Golden Boat Lifts.
The investment was part of a recent waterfront renovation project.
The boat lifts were installed by local
contractor Garland & Garland Marine
Construction and the scope of work
included rebuilding the entire 630ft
(192m) seawall, constructing new
docks with utilities and laying brick
paver walkways.
“The condo association spent over
a year researching the boat lift,” said
Garland & Garland vice president Alex
Garland. “They looked at shows and
spoke to numerous manufacturers
before landing on Golden’s GatorVator
lift.”
With capacities up to 30,000lb
(13,608kg) – Breezy Point selected
14,000lb (6,350kg) capacity – the
GatorVator has no crossbeam to clutter

the view. Mounted low on three or four
piles, it allows for bow-to-stern levelling
for easy drainage. Engineered for
excellent port/starboard alignment, it is
simple and quick to use, especially with
the remote control.
E: sales@goldenboatlifts.com

Full range of ﬂoa�ng systems
Marine Dock

Drive on Dock

Roto Dock

www.dockmarine‐europe.eu
dockmarine gmbH
A‐3435 Neusiedl, Hauptstraße 13 • Tel. +43 2272 729 29 • oﬃce@dockmarine‐europe.eu • www.pmsdockmarine.com
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Rich
Carter
Suntex Marina
Investors has
appointed Rich
Carter as chief
operating officer.
In his new
role, Carter is primarily responsible
for the overall service experience at
all Suntex marinas. He will further
define and enhance company culture,
and efficiently and effectively deploy
resources and processes across the
company’s portfolio of properties.

International partner for
service software specialist
US company MyTaskit has signed up Pacsoft Marina & Boatyard
Management Systems of New Zealand as its first international dealer.
Pacsoft will now provide sales and technical support for MyTaskit Pro, the
award-winning online work coordination platform.

“Suntex has a commitment to our
members and visitors to provide
outstanding value and remarkable
service,” said Suntex founding principal
Bryan Redmond. “In his prior positions,
Rich has demonstrated the same
dedication to the customer’s experience
and will be a valuable asset in the
continued growth of our company. We
welcome him to the Suntex family.”

Long life
corner
cushion
Den Hartog Industries has released a
new rotationally moulded PVC dock
corner cushion (dock bumper). It can
be fitted to both floating and fixed
docks to protect boats leaving or
entering slips.
The cushion features top and bottom
flanges for fastener installation and is
available in white, grey or black. Each
package comprises 14 cushions. The
PVC construction material contains
UV inhibitors for longer life and better
colour retention.
E: sales@denhartogindustries.com
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“We’re especially excited to partner
with Pacsoft,” said Kevin Hutchinson,
MyTaskit founder and CEO. “We’ve
aligned ourselves with an international
premier marina management software
provider. As we looked to expand
MyTaskit internationally, a partnership
with a leader such as Pacsoft made
perfect sense.”
MyTaskit Pro transforms how service
in the field is coordinated. Supervisors
assign work to technicians and
subcontractors, and prioritise work
tasks for their service team in real
time. They, in turn, can upload before
and after images and video, record
voice-to-text notes and record labour
hours into the new MyTaskit mobile
app. If the project is out of mobile or
WiFi range, field staff can continue
to enter work. The app automatically
syncs data when a connection is reestablished.
“We’re looking forward to sharing
this news with our global customers,

especially those who deal extensively
with onsite technicians and
subcontractors to offer them an
expanded service, maintenance and
work coordination solution when
they partner with Pacsoft,” said Chris
Thomas, Pacsoft International CEO.
“With this partnership, MyTaskit and
Pacsoft have committed to being a
comprehensive marine service and
operations management offering that
will increase productivity for marine
businesses.”
Pacsoft has over 100 commercial
and recreational marine customers
throughout its markets. The
PacsoftNG software solution covers
all aspects of marina, boatyard,
rental and leasing, club membership,
asset and schedule management.
Additionally, it handles job costing
and accounting, marina mapping,
utility metering and security.
E: info@mytaskit.com
E: info@pacsoftmms.com
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There’s a whole new
audience out there . . .

There’s a new audience of thousands who visit marinaworld.com
Add this important online readership to your audience!
Book advertising in all seven issues of Marina World magazine and enjoy a
free advertisement all year round on our home page.
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Contact Julia Hallam for details.
juliahallam@marinaworld.co.uk
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Bobbin Head wins
Platinum rating

Kent
Jopling

Empire Marina Bobbin Head in New South Wales has become a 5 Gold Anchor
Platinum rated marina. It is the first in Australia to be Platinum accredited and
is one of only three marinas in the world to have reached this level.
The 200-berth marina, located in
the Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park
in northern Sydney, is no stranger to
awards, having twice won Australian
Marina of the Year and, most recently,
a local Better Business Award in the
commercial and industrial category
for its commitment to environmental
sustainability.
Darren Vaux, director of Empire
Marinas, is very pleased with the
Platinum result. “This achievement
has taken an enormous effort and
commitment from the whole marina
team in striving for excellence in
all areas of our business…and the
continuous validation under the Gold
Anchor programme will impose the
discipline on us to keep us at the

top of our game and to strive for
constant improvement,” he said. “I
would encourage all of my colleagues
in the marina industry to challenge
themselves in the same way,” he added.
Further details about the Gold Anchor
programme: www.marinas.net.au/
goldanchor

• Advanced floating docks and breakwaters
• Durable steel or HDPE pipe floatation
• Fully engineered with 30 years of experience

www.kropfindustrial.com

“We are fortunate to have an
engineer of Kent’s calibre on our
team. His skills and experience will
ensure improvements to current
products and take us to the next
level of innovation in our industry,”
said HydroHoist CEO Mick
Webber.
Jopling is excited to join
HydroHoist and work in its
various divisions – for boat lifts,
power pedestals and plastics
rotomoulding.

Kropf Industrial also manufactures
Conolift hydraulic boat trailers and
mobile boat hoists with capacities
from 3 – 100 tons.

info@kropfindustrial.com
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Kent
Jopling
has joined
HydroHoist
Marine
Group as
director
of engineering. He is a keen
boater and a seasoned engineer
with experience in numerous
industries including marine,
aerospace and audio.

888.480.3777
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From Real Estate
to acquisitions

See the new Real Estate section at
www.marinaworld.co.uk and contact
juliahallam@marinaworld.co.uk to
learn how you can take advantage of
this valuable resource.
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It shows our circulation has been independently
verified to industry agreed standards.
So our advertisers know they’re getting what they
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ABC. See it. Believe it. Trust it.
To advertise contact Julia Hallamjuliahallam@marinaworld.co.uk
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Five Stars for
Mallorca marina
Marina Port de Mallorca has become a 5 Star Marina further to certification by the
International Marine Certification Institute (IMCI). The marina is one of only four in
Spain to win this accolade, and the first in Mallorca.

Renovated facilities,
professional staff, newly
implemented operational
measures, and a location that
is culturally rich and close
to some of the best sailing
grounds, all played a part in
securing the maximum category
award. Manager Patrick Reynés
was swift to praise his staff for
working for 18 years to ensure
the marina offered the highest
levels of quality, professionalism,
safety and environmental
awareness.
New infrastructure includes
upgraded power pedestals,
shower facilities and pumpout stations. Enhanced
operational measures include
implementation of a rigorous
and constant security protocol
and customer service has
been boosted by an exclusive
concierge service which provides
personalised assistance for all
guests.
Marina Port de Mallorca is part
of the IPM Group. IPM’s Marina
Ibiza also has IMCI 5 Star rating.

“Improve your
boat handling”
www.roodberg.com
www.marinaworld.com - September/October 2018
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Irish marina earns
Ecomerit certificate

Dun Laoghaire Marina has been awarded Ecomerit environmental certification.
The certificate is valid for three years subject to annual surveillance of the
marina’s commitment to continuous environmental improvement in line with
the requirements of the Ecomerit programme.
The marina’s environmental
improvement plans include
upgrading CFL lights to LED
and fitting motion sensors to
improve energy efficiency,
improving waste segregation
for recycling, investigating
ways to conserve water and
the installation of solar panels
to generate electricity. It
has also recently installed a
Seabin refuse collector.
General manager, Paal Janson,
explained: “At Dun Laoghaire
Marina, sustainability is one of
our core values. As Ireland’s
largest coastal marina, we have a
strong focus on our environmental
impact, and we are committed
to continuously improving our
performance in a measureable way. We

L to r: Dr Shane Colgan, manager Resource
Efficiency Unit of the Environmental Protection
Agency; Paal Janson, general manager Dun
Laoghaire Marina; and Councillor Ossian
Smyth, An Cathaoirleach.
are delighted to receive this Ecomerit
Certification and we are looking forward
to using the programme to help us meet
our environmental improvement goals.”

Management on the move
The all-new Dockside Manager app developed by UK company Havenstar for
the iPad is a portable management tool that gives staff the freedom to deliver
the best possible customer service.

Offering functions such as boat
arrival, boat move, boat depart and
dock walk, it enables the user to
add new boats, check power or take
pictures and link them to Havenstar
details.
“The app is simple to use, it’s been
designed to be intuitive and user
friendly. Pick it up and off you go,” says
Havenstar commercial director Philip
Brown. This has been achieved, in part,
because the company always involves
people who will actually use its software
in any new product development. “The
Havenstar User Group has helped
guide both the focus and functionality
of the app and has provided insight
into day to day challenges and needs,”
Brown explains. “Our group of early
adopters is excited about integrating
the app into the daily lives of its marina
teams.”
The app has access to all iPad
functions, enabling Havenstar to keep

pace with technology as it advances
and ensure that it always delivers
what’s required irrespective of the type
and location of marina involved.
E: pbrown@havenstar.com
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The

Powering the
Industry Forward.

With our industry exclusive hydrostatic drive system, the Hydro M_Drive offers
significant fuel savings, proven durability in some of the highest duty cycle
environments, and less wear and tear on internal components, all saving you
money. By switching from a conventional transmission to the Hydro M_Drive,
your business will enjoy increased efficiency through lowered maintenance costs
and increased productivity – unmatched by the competition.

HYDROSTATIC DRIVE BENEFITS
• Steadier engine RPM and proportional control
• Significant fuel savings
• Lower operation and maintenance costs
• More control over uneven surfaces

Overall total cost of ownership of a Marine Travelift marine forklift is the lowest
in the industry. The reduced operation and maintenance costs over the life of the
machine, coupled with a service life well over 20 years, help save our customers
money and increase their bottom line.

marinetravelift.com
+1.920.743.6202 / sales@marinetravelift.com
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